CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis above, there are several points that should be underlined. First is about the character of Amir. He belongs to be a major character who has big effect to build the story in *The Kite Runner* novel. Amir is described as a child who has a kind and caring person when he was child. However, Amir’s characterization begin to become difference such coward, inferior, anxious, selfish, sly after the incident that his half brother, Hassan gets raped by Assef in the alley. Amir develop as a man has optimistic and patient to make a decision in his life. Meanwhile, Amir’s characteristic as a dynamic character can be seen by his changed personality, although he has some traits or general description revealed in the story.

In the beginning of *The Kite Runner*, Amir appears as a caring person toward Hassan then tend to be a bad boy. However, in the end of the novel he still appears as a caring person but toward Sohrab as Hassan’s son.

Second is about guilts of Amir that has been analyzing by writer in previous chapter. There are two part of this analysis. The first is amir does not help Hasan when he gets raped by Assef; it is happen when Hassan wants to get the last kite in the kite tournament. Hassan gets raped by Assef in the alley and Amir who saw the incident did nothing at all. Instead he was hiding and leaves Hasan just like that. At the same time, Amir also feels guilty because he cannot stand up for Hassan. Another instance that tends to Amir’s guilt toward Hassan is Amir accuses Hassan who steals
his wristwatch and money; the incident is happen when Amir is deliberate put his wristwatch and money under Hassan’s pillow in order to accuse Hassan who steals those things. So, that incident makes Hassan and his father is out from Amir’s house.

The last point is about the ambition of Amir in the novel. Through Sigmund Freud’s id, ego, and super ego, ambition is in id structural. First, his id-marked when Amir is controlled by desire to save his life from anxiety. The other hand, ego arises when Amir finds a way from Rahim Khan about his ambition, and he does anything to in bad and good way to reach his ambition. Furhermore, Amir knows that his ambition can give bad and good effects to his life is shows superego. The first ambition Amir does is going to Paskistan to meet Rahim Khan; Amir is more remorseful. He remembers Rahim Khan’s words that there is a way to be good again to end his guilts. And the key to that is finding Hassan’s son, Sohrab, somewhere in Kabul and bring him safely to America.